NOBEL
since Nobel, as a foreigner, failed to obtain permission to carry on a
business. The necessary capital was provided as a loan of 12,000
roubles by a Doctor Buscli of Dorpat, Ho says humorously in a
letter that his lamp business might be called " brilliant," but that
he was doing very poorly financially, and he wrote to Alfred Nobel:
" Regarding my new and brilliant position from your point of view,
you must imagine that I am the only person bringing enlighten-
ment to the worthy Finns, and that I bathe in pure petroleum out
of sheer self-satisfaction ; but that, I assure you, my dear brother,
is an error. No such honour is mine, for before F had the slightest
idea of what was happening, I found that I had two competitors in
this honourable profession. Prices were- forced down, and as I
have had to pay extremely high rates both for lamps and petroleum
in Petersburg, my profit is nil. It is true that I make a little
producing new articles and in altering oil and spirit lamps, but that
has to be written off against my stock of unsold lamps and petro-
leum, in respect of which I shall have to enter a loss next autumn,
owing to the fall in prices/'
In another letter, written in 1864, he continues : " With the best
will in the world, it is impossible to keep afloat for long in a stormy
sea with two empty hands; you work till you are exhausted, the
rags that you wear get soaked, and you sink deeper and deeper
although you fight ceaselessly against the storm. Who, in Heaven's
name, would have imagined in earlier days that things could go so
ill and reach such an impossible position, when our star shone so
bright in the east? It is true that I was prepared for things to
change, but I had never dreamt that times could be as bad as they
seem to be getting/1
But in spite of his business difficulties, these years were not
without importance for Robert Nobel's future. Although on a
very modest scale, he was dealing in petroleum, and thus became
acquainted with the fuel which was afterwards, through his efforts,
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